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SUBJECTS :
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DOCUMENT TYPE : PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION : U
RESTRICTIONS : 1B, DONOR REST., REFERRED
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OPENING CRITERIA :

COMMENTS :

CIA HAS NO OBSESSION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT

[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET 240448Z
IMMEDIATE DIR CITE MEXI 7048

REF DIR 84837

RE STATIONS: LIPET, COVERAGE OF RESIDENCE. SOV CULTURAL OFFICER SVYATOSLAV FEDOROVICH KUZNETSOV, IDENTIFIED KGB: NO CALLS WHATSOEVER 18 NOV THRU 21 NOV. ONE PERSONAL CALL 22 NOV BETWEEN HIM AND WIFE, OF NO PERTINENCE. NO CALLS 23 NOV.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: * REQUESTED INFO RE TRAVEL OF VALERIY VLADIMIROVICH KOSTINOV.
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